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On December 24th, 2020, the Colombian Superintendence of Companies issued the
External Circular No. 100-000016, modified by External Circular No. 100-00004 of April 9th, 
2021 (the “External Circular”) whereby it was integrally amended the Chapter X of the 
Basic Legal Circular, related with the System for Self-Control and Management of the 
Integral Risks of Money Laundering, Terrorism Financing and Financing of the
Proliferation of mass-destruction weapons (“SAGRILAFT”). 

According to the new provisions of Chapter X among others (i) it is amended the
criteria for determining which companies, branches of foreign companies or
unipersonal companies, are obliged to implement a SAGRILAFT, (ii) it was created a
Minimum Measures Regime, and (iii) it was reduced the term for its implementation 
until May 31st, 2021 at the latest (except for 2021, case in which the term expires on 
August 31st, 2021).



1. New criteria

Since the date of issuance of the External Circular (December 24th, 2020), will be
obliged to implement a SAGRILAFT the companies, branches of foreign companies or 
unipersonal companies, under surveillance of the Superintendence of Companies that 
also complies with all the following criteria depending on the following economic 
sector:

Sector Economic Activity Amount of total
Income or assets

Surveillance
status by the

Superintendence
of Companies

Any other
industry

Any economic activity different than
the ones listed herein. 

40.000 Monthly Minimum
Legal Wages (MMLW) 
(COP$35.112.120.000)

Surveillance
or control

Surveillance
or control

Surveillance
or control

Surveillance
or control

Surveillance
or control

Real Estate
Agents 30.000 MMLW 

(COP$26.334.090.000)

30.000 MMLW 
(COP$26.334.090.000)

30.000 MMLW 
(COP$26.334.090.000)

30.000 MMLW 
(COP$26.334.090.000)

Having within its corporate purpose the possibility 
of undertaking the “rendering intermediation

services in the purchase, sell, barter or lease of real 
estate in favor of its clients.”

As long as in the previous calendar year had
undertaken business or activities related with said 
activities for an amount equal or higher than 100 

MMLW (COP$87.780.300).

Commercialization
of precious metals

and precious stones

That on a regular basis had undertaken activities 
in the commercialization of precious metals

and precious stones.

Legal services
That its economic activity registered at the 
Chamber of Commerce, or the activity that

generates most income, correspond to the one 
identified with the code 6910

(CIIU Code Rev. 4 A.C.).

Accounting
services

That its economic activity registered at the 
Chamber of Commerce, or the activity that 

generates most income, correspond to the one 
identified with the code 6920

(CIIU Code Rev. 4 A.C.).



Sector Economic Activity
Amount of

total income
or assets

Surveillance
status by the

Superintendence
of Companies

Construction of
building and civil

engineering
projects

30.000 MMLW 
(COP$26.334.090.000)

Surveillance
or control

That its economic activity registered at the
Chamber of Commerce, or the activity that

generates most income, correspond to the ones 
identified with the codes 4111, 4112, 4219, 4220 or 4290 

(CIIU Code Rev. 4 A.C.)

Virtual asset
services

Special
surveillance

Assets: 5.000 MMLW
(COP$4.839.015.000)

Total Income:
3.000 MMLW 

(COP$2.633.409.000)

Supervision

Supervision

That undertakes, in its own behalf or on behalf of 
other individuals or companies any of the

following activities:

As long as in the previous calendar year had
undertaken business or activities related with said 
activities for an amount equal or higher than 100 

MMLW (COP$87.780.300).

Trade of virtual assets and fiat coins.

Trade of one or more forms of virtual assets.
 
Transfer of virtual assets.

Custody or management of virtual assets or instruments 
that allows control over virtual assets.

Participate and providing of financial services related 
with the offer to an issuer or sell of a virtual asset.

In general, services related with virtual assets. 

Management companies of commercial
self-financing plans.

Companies that operates libranzas, under the
surveillance of the superintendence of companies.

Companies that undertakes multi-level marketing 
activities.

Livestock funds.

Companies that undertake factoring activities, under 
the surveillance of the Superintendence of Companies. 

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

Companies
that receive

capital contributions
in virtual assets

Companies that as of December of the precedent 
year had received one or more capital

contributions in virtual assets.

As long as in the previous calendar year said
capital contributions in virtual assets had been 

equal or higher than 100 MMLW (COP$87.780.300).



2. Minimum Measures Regime

Furthermore, the External Circular
creates the Minimum Measures Regime, 
according to which it is not mandatory 
to implement all the provisions of the 
SAGRILAFT but must implement, among 
others, the following: 

Take into account the risk related with Money Laundering (“LA”), Terrorism Financing 
(“FT”), and Financing of the Proliferation of mass-destruction weapons (“FPADM”), jointly 
referred in the External Circular as “LA/FT/FPADM, specific for the company and the risk 
profile of its counterparties.

Instruct the employees and associates on regards of the LA/FT/FPADM risks (at least once 
a year).

Establish specific procedures for identifying the counterparty, and to verify its identity 
using documents, data and reliable information.

Identify the final beneficiary of the counterparty and take reasonable measures for
verifying its identity.

Undertake reasonable measures for knowing the property or shareholding structure of 
the counterparty, in order to obtain the name and I.D. number of its final beneficiaries.

Knowing and when necessary obtain information related with the purpose of the
commercial relationship with the counterparty.

Undertake a due diligence in connection with the commercial relation and to review the 
transactions of the company, in order to verify that they are consistent with the
knowledge that the company have of the counterparty and its risk profile.

Keep archives and registries files regarding the implementation and undertaking of these 
measures.

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.7

2.8



Sector Economic Activity Amount of total
income or assets

Real Estate Agents

Permanently review the restrictive lists, and report before UIAF and before the Colombian 
Attorney General (Fiscalía General de la Nación), in the event that the company
identifies or verifies any asset, good, product, fund or ownership right in favor of, or under 
the control of any entity included in the restrictive list.

To define, adopt and monitoring the actions for the detection of Unusual Operations and 
Suspicious Operations, as well as the cash report before UIAF.

To register the legal representative in the SIREL and make him responsible for the filing 
before UIAF of the Report of Suspicious Operations (“ROS”) and any other mandatory 
report.

The commercial companies, branches of foreign companies and unipersonal companies, 
under the surveillance of the Superintendence of Companies, including those under inspection 
status that are not under the surveillance of any other entity with faculties to issue instructions 
regarding LA/FT/FPADM, that also companies with all of the following criteria depending on the 
following economic sector, will be obliged to implement the Minimum Measures Regime: 

That on a regular basis render intermediation services in the 
purchase or selling of real estate in favor of its clients.

Assets: 5.000 MMLW 
(COP$4.389.015.000)

Total Income: 3.000 MMLW 
(COP$2.633.409.000)

Assets: 5.000 MMLW 
(COP$4.389.015.000)

Total Income: 3.000 MMLW 
(COP$2.633.409.000)

Assets: 5.000 MMLW 
(COP$4.389.015.000)

Total Income: 3.000 MMLW 
(COP$2.633.409.000)

Assets: 5.000 MMLW 
(COP$4.389.015.000)

Total Income: 3.000 MMLW 
(COP$2.633.409.000)

Commercialization of 
precious metals and 

precious stones

That on a regular basis had undertaken activities in the
commercialization of precious metals and precious stones.

That its economic activity registered at the Chamber of Commerce, 
or the activity that generates most income, correspond to the one 

identified with the code 6910 (CIIU Code Rev. 4 A.C.).

Legal services

Accounting services That its economic activity registered at the Chamber of Commerce, 
or the activity that generates most income, correspond to the one 

identified with the code 6920 (CIIU Code Rev. 4 A.C.).

2.9

2.10

2.11



3. Other relevant changes

Compliance officer.

Within the main changes on regards of the compliance officer are the following:  

It must be determined: (i) the profile that must comply the individual appointed as 
compliance officer, (ii) its disqualifications and incompatibilities, (iii) management of 
conflicts of interest, and (iv) the specific functions for the individual appointed in said 
position.

Must be appointed by the Board of Directors and will be accountable before said
corporate body, in the event that the entity do not have a Board of Directors, its Legal 
Representative must propose the individual to be Highest Corporate Body for its 
appointment, and once appointed will be accountable before said corporate body.

It was included the possibility (and recommendation) for appointing an Alternate 
Compliance Officer.

Are included the following minimum conditions for the profile of the compliance officer: 

 *Having a professional degree. 

 *Certify a minimum of 6 months experience in positions related with SAGRILAFT.

 *Certify specific knowledge in LA/FT/FPADM risk management.

 *Have a domicile in Colombia.

3.1



Risk Matrix.

According to the External Circular, the entities obliged to implement a SAGRILAFT must 
have methodologies for drafting and having a risk Matrix specifically for
the LA/FT/FPADM. As of said Matrix will be defined the more adequate control
mechanisms and its application to the risk factors related with LA/FT/FPADM. 

Once appointed, and every time the individual appointed as Compliance Officer is
replaced, the entity must certify that the individual appointed complies with the profile 
and minimum conditions for being compliance officer. 

Furthermore, the entity must (i) inform the appointment to the Superintendence of 
Companies within the next 15 business days as of the appointment of the Compliance 
Officer by the competent corporate body. With this communication it must be sent (i) 
copy of the minutes of the corporate body by which it was appointed the Compliance 
Office; (ii) submit the Compliance Officer curriculum; (iii) copy of the document that 
evidences the registry of the Compliance Officer before the SIREL managed by the UIAF 
and (iv) email address and phone number of the Compliance Officer.

Express prohibitions and incompatibilities are included for the individual appointed as 
Compliance Officer, such as:

 *Cannot be a member of the administration of the entity, nor the corporate 
 bodies, nor Statutory Auditor nor be the internal auditor.

 *Cannot be the legal representative of the entity. 

 *Cannot be appointed as SAGRILAFT Compliance Officer of more than 10 entities.

 *Cannot be Compliance Officer of two or more competitor entities.

It is included the faculty to hire the Compliance Officer (i) by a labor contract, (ii) by a 
non-labor service agreement, or (iii) by an agreement with companies that provides 
compliance officers services.

If the obligated company will be a foreign company, the Compliance Officer
appointment must be made by the highest corporate body of the parent company.

3.2



Levels of Due Diligence.

The External Circular expressly includes 2 levels of due diligence: 

 *Due diligence, that consists in the procedures for counterparty identification
 and knowledge.

 *Intensified due diligence, that corresponds to additional measures and
 procedures for a higher level of intensity that the sole due diligence, for a deeper  
 knowledge of the counterparty and the final beneficiary. 

It is mandatory to build a data base.

The External Circular sets forth the duty for the obliged companies to build a data base 
or any other mechanism that allows to consolidate and identify present and further 
alerts.

Reports from the Statutory Auditor.

The Statutory Auditors must request a username and a password for accessing the 
SIREL of UIAF. 

Furthermore, they must report before UIAF the Suspicious Operations that they are 
aware in the ordinary business activities.

The Superintendence of Companies enacted the External Circular No. 100-000008 of 
June 11, 2021 by means of which it was established how it will conduct the functions to 
surveil the implementation and compliance of the SAGRILAFT, established in External 
Circular.

The functions established to surveil the implementation and compliance the SAGRILAFT 
are:

*Pedagogy: Consists in (i) trainings regarding the main concepts of SAGRILAFT, (ii) 
establishing a link in the web page of the entity with content regarding SAGRILAFT, 
(iii) creating alliances with public entities and private companies to promote SA-
GRILAFT, (iv) trainings regarding the Report 50 of SAGRILAFT and (v) creating an 
online course regarding SAGRILAFT.

*Legal compliance: Consists in assuring a compliance of the law and rules 
regarding SAGRILAFT to guarantee a correct functioning of the aforementioned 
system. In this regard the Superintendence will conduct visits to the premises of the 
companies and/or make requests to the companies.

3.3

3.4

3.5

3.5 External Circular No. 100-000008 of June 11, 2021.



In case the Superintendence identifies (i) a minor and first time breach it will order 
the company to solve the situation within a specific timing and (ii) a material or rei-
terated breach it will begin administrative investigation and impose fines of up to 
200 minimum legal monthly wages to the company, the Compliance Office, Statu-
tory Auditor or Managers.

*Timely and prompt action: The Superintendence will establish annual verifications 
or technological tools (e.g., the Report 50 of SAGRILAFT) in order to identify situations 
that could derived in a risk of breach.

4. Implementation term
Companies that as of December 31st comply with the criteria for being obliged to
implement a SAGRILAFT; will have until May 31st of the next year to implement a
SAGRILAFT or Minimum Measures Regime in due form, according to provisions set forth 
in the External Circular.   

However for 2021, the term is until August 31st, 2021 for the entities that have a “SAGRLAFT” 
in place to adapt it in order to comply with the new SAGRILAFT provisions. The previous 
term (August 31st, 2021) will also apply to those companies bound to implement the
SAGRILAFT and the Minimum Measures Regime as of December 31, 2020.

5. Sanctions for not complying

Entities that do not implement a SAGRILAFT being obliged to do so, or that implement or 
adapt it later than the term granted in the External Circular to do so, or that do not
implement the Minimum Measures Regime being oblige to do so, could face the
opening of an administrative investigation by the Superintendence of Companies, 
which could end-up with the imposition of a fine up to two-hundred (200) monthly
minimal legal wages (for 2021 COP$181.705.200 – USD$52.110 approx.).

It is important to bear in mind that the External Circular states that the sanctions for not 
complying could be imposed to (i) the obliged entity; (ii) its Compliance Officer; (iii) its 
statutory auditors, and/or (iv) the administrators of the obliged entity.

Should you have any comment or query regarding the above matters, please do not 
hesitate to contact us.
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